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Abstract

We investigate the problem of direct waveform modelling using parametric kernel-based filters in a convolutional neural network (CNN) framework, building on SincNet, a CNN employing the cardinal sine (sinc) function to implement learnable bandpass filters. To this end, the general problem of learning a filterbank consisting of modulated kernel-based baseband filters is studied. Compared to standard CNNs, such models have fewer parameters, learn faster, and require less training data. They are also more amenable to human interpretation, paving the way to embedding some perceptual prior knowledge in the architecture. We have investigated the replacement of the rectangular filters of SincNet with triangular, gammatone and Gaussian filters, resulting in higher model flexibility and a reduction to the phone error rate. We also explore the properties of the learned filters learned for TIMIT phone recognition from both perceptual and statistical standpoints. We find that the filters in the first layer, which directly operate on the waveform, are in accord with the prior knowledge utilised in designing and engineering standard filters such as mel-scale triangular filters. That is, the networks learn to pay more attention to perceptually significant spectral neighbourhoods where the data centroid is located, and the variance and Shannon entropy are highest.

Index Terms: Interpretable CNN, SincNet, parametric modulated kernel-based filters, speech phone recognition

1. Introduction

Deep neural networks (DNN) are among the key breakthroughs in machine learning and have lead to remarkable performance improvement in a wide variety of tasks (e.g. [1, 2]). However, despite remarkable progress from engineering perspective in building reliable large-scale pattern recognition systems, the understanding about their deep structure has remained shallow. This has triggered an expanding body of work aiming at deciphering the DNNs as black boxes, e.g. [3–6].

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are more amenable to interpretation and understanding [7, 8] due to the convolution
tion process, and its effect when taking the Fourier transform. This is especially the case when the filters in the first layer directly operate on the raw waveform. In this case, the learned filters could also be compared with handcrafted filters designed using prior knowledge reflecting the properties of the human’s auditory system. However, CNN filters are usually not human-interpretable – in either time or frequency domains – and bear little resemblance to perceptually-motivated handcrafted filters.

SincNet is a parametric counterpart of the standard non-parametric CNN in which the filters are cardinal sine (sinc) functions with only two parameters: low and high cut-off frequencies. In the frequency domain, such filters behave as ideal bandpass filters and are highly interpretable. Generally speaking, SincNet, in comparison with conventional CNNs, has the advantages of a (well-chosen) parametric model: higher interpretability and fewer parameters, requiring less training data and offering faster learning/convergence [9, 10]. Furthermore, raw waveform modelling allows the incorporation of phase spectrum information [11–18], overlooked in Fourier transform magnitude-based features such as MFCC.

In this paper, we derive a more general form of interpretable CNNs with parametric modulated kernel-based filters. SincNet is a special case of such models where the kernel function is a cardinal sine. Having derived a general formulation, we explore three alternatives to the sinc function: squared-sinc (sinc²), gammatone [19–21] and the Gaussian kernels which lead to triangular, gammatone, and Gaussian filterbanks, respectively.

In addition, we conducted a series of analyses to further explore the characteristics of the learned filters in the aforementioned framework. It was found that the network learns to pay more attention to spectral neighbourhoods which are of higher perceptual importance (based on well-established prior knowledge reflecting the properties of the human auditory system), and where (statistically) the centroid of the data exists, and the variance and Shannon entropy (information) [22] are highest.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Having reviewed the SincNet in Section 2, in Section 3 we derive a general formulation for interpretable CNNs with parametric modulated kernel-based filters. In Section 4 a set of studies are carried out to explore the properties of the learned filters and their resemblance to the well-established perceptual prior knowledge. Section 5 includes experimental results on phone recognition task along with discussion and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. SincNet: A CNN with Sinc Kernel

SincNet [9] is a parametric counterpart of the standard non-parametric CNN in which the impulse response of the filters is a subtraction of two sinc functions, resulting in an ideal bandpass filter [23]. As such in SincNet each filter is characterised by only two variables: low ($f_1$) and high ($f_2$) cut-off frequencies. The parameter set of the filterbank is given by $\Theta = \{ (h, \theta) \} = \{ f_1, f_2 \}$. The $i$th filter in the filterbank $M$ filters. For a SincNet with impulse response $h(t; \theta(i))$ and frequency response $H(f; \theta(i))$, we have

$$h(t; \theta(i)) = 2f_2 \sin(2f_2 t) - 2f_1 \sin(2f_1 t) \tag{1}$$

$$H(f; \theta(i)) = \Pi\left(\frac{f}{2f_2}\right) - \Pi\left(\frac{f}{2f_1}\right), \tag{2}$$

where $t$ and $f$ denote the time and frequency independent variables, respectively, and $\Pi(\cdot)$ is the rectangular function with unit value for $|f| < B$ and zero outside [24]. The filterbank parameters are learn during training through backpropagation.
2.1. Practical Considerations
To implement the SincNet, there are some practical considerations which are highlighted in [9, 10]. The Fourier transform of the sinc function equals the ideal brick-wall filter only when the length of this function is infinity [23] which is impractical. Using a sinc function with finite length is equivalent to applying a rectangular window which leads to high frequency leakage and ripple in the passband and stopband [23]. To deal with this issue, the impulse response can be multiplied by a tapered window such as Hamming window. The shape of the tapered window (Hanning, Kaiser, etc.) is not a critical choice [9, 10].

When learning the filter parameters, there is no guarantee that the learned values remain positive during training. To cope with this problem, in [9, 10] the following was used: \( f_1 \leftarrow |f_1| \) and \( f_2 \leftarrow f_1 + |f_2 - f_1| \). In addition, since \( f_2 \) cannot be larger than Nyquist rate, it should be upper-bounded during training.

Note that learning the amplitude or gain value for each filter is not necessary because the feature maps are multiplied by the filter gain. The SincNet parameters, \( \{f_1^{(i)}, f_2^{(i)}\} \), may be initialised using a perceptual scale such as mel [9].

2.2. Advantages
Conventional non-parametric CNNs require \( L \) parameters for a filter length of \( L \) samples. However, for the SincNet two parameters are required for each filter, regardless of the filter length. In [9, 10], \( L \) was set to 129 which is two orders of magnitude larger than SincNet parameters. Fewer parameters can lead to requiring less data for effective training, faster learning and convergence, and better generalisation.

Fig. 1 illustrates the impulse and frequency responses of the learned filters for conventional CNN and SincNet networks trained for TIMIT phone recognition. Fig. 2 shows their performance at different epochs. As can be observed, the SincNet is more interpretable in both time and frequency domains, converges faster and results in a lower phone error rate (PER).

The characteristics of the learned filters in this framework can be compared with the handcrafted filters designed based on perceptual priors. This paves the way for exploring the agreement between what network finds important and the perceptual prior knowledge reflecting what human auditory system considers important which is interesting from both theoretical and practical standpoints. Such models also allow for incorporating some prior knowledge into the DNN when kernels with biologically plausible functionality are applied, e.g., employing triangular or gammatone filters instead of rectangular ones.

To this end, we derive a general formulation for such CNNs with kernel-based modulated filters.

3. Kernelised CNNs
Replacing the sinc with its definition in (1) and converting the sum of sinusoids to a product along with some algebraic manipulation, results in the following formulation

\[
h^{(i)}(t) = 2B^{(i)} \sin(B^{(i)} t) \cos(2\pi f_c^{(i)} t),
\]

where \( B^{(i)} = f_2^{(i)} - f_1^{(i)} \) and \( f_c^{(i)} = \frac{f_1^{(i)} + f_2^{(i)}}{2} \) denote the bandwidth and centre frequency of the \( i^{th} \) filter, respectively.

The advantage of (3) is that the \( i^{th} \) filter of the filterbank can be expressed as a product of a baseband kernel, \( K(t; \theta^{(i)}) \),

\[5\sin \alpha - \sin \beta = 2 \sin \frac{\alpha - \beta}{2} \cos \frac{\alpha + \beta}{2}\]

modulating the carrier [25], \( \cos(2\pi f_c^{(i)} t) \).

\[
h^{(i)}(t; \theta^{(i)}, f_c^{(i)}) = K(t; \theta^{(i)}) \text{ carrier}(t; f_c^{(i)}),
\]

where \( \theta^{(i)} \) is the kernel parameter set. The kernel and carrier parameters, i.e. \( \Theta = \{\theta^{(i)}, f_c^{(i)}\} \), are learned during training.

For SincNet the kernel is the sinc function with \( \theta^{(i)} = B^{(i)} \) parameter, but in general the kernel and its parameter set can be different. We examine three kernels: squared-sinc (Sinc\(^2\)Net), gammatone (GammaNet) and Gaussian (GaussNet).

3.1. Sinc\(^2\)Net: Triangular Filters
MFCC’s triangular filterbank [26] is widely-used in speech processing and is a natural choice to consider. The corresponding kernel (parametric impulse response) is squared-sinc, sinc\(^2\),

\[
K(t; \theta^{(i)}) = A^{(i)} \sin^2(B^{(i)} t),
\]

Fig. 1: CNN vs SincNet. Three filters are plotted with different colours: (a) CNN impulse responses, (b) SincNet impulse responses, (c) CNN frequency responses, (d) SincNet frequency responses, (e) average impulse response, (f) average frequency response along with standard deviation (shaded area).

Fig. 2: CNN vs SincNet using different performance metrics: (a) loss on train data, (b) loss on devset, (c) PER.
where \( A^{(i)} \) and \( B^{(i)} \) denote the amplitude and bandwidth (in Hz) of the \( i^{th} \) filter, respectively. To be more precise, the triangular filters in MFCC are not symmetric around the center frequency, therefore, their Fourier transform is not exactly sinc^2. To incorporate this into the model, one may add an extra degree of freedom to the kernel function in (5).

### 3.2. GammaNet: Gammatone Filters

Gammatone filters offer another perceptually motivated kernel:

\[
K(t; \theta^{(i)}) = A^{(i)} t^{(N^{(i)}-1)} e^{-\frac{t^2}{2\sigma_i^2}},
\]

where \( B^{(i)} \) and \( N^{(i)} \) are the bandwidth (in ERB^2 scale [27]) and order of the \( i^{th} \) filter, respectively [20]. In this case, \( \theta^{(i)} = \{ A^{(i)}, B^{(i)}, N^{(i)} \} \). A typical value for order is four [21].

### 3.3. GaussNet: Gaussian Filters

If a Gaussian kernel, \( K(t; \theta^{(i)}) = A^{(i)} \exp(-t^2/2\sigma_i^2) \), is used, then assuming \( B_i \) is the 3 dB bandwidth of the \( i^{th} \) filter in Hz, it can be shown that \( \sigma_i = \sqrt{\log 2}/(2\pi B_i) \) [25]. The network can learn either \( B_i \) or \( \sigma_i \), depending on the implementation.

### 4. Perceptual and Statistical Studies on Kernel-based CNNs

In this section, we explore the properties of the learned filters in the proposed kernel-based framework and compare them with handcrafted filterbanks designed based on perceptual prior knowledge. Fig. 3 depicts filterbanks learned by Sinc^2Net and GammaNet for TIMIT [28] phone recognition. For a better visualisation, and to avoid cluttering, the horizontal axis was limited to 4 kHz (TIMIT sampling rate is 16 kHz).

#### 4.1. Centre Frequency Distribution

Fig. 4 shows the histogram (distribution) of the centre frequencies of the kernel-based modulated CNN filters along with uniform (uni), Mel, Bark, and ERB filterbanks using the same number of filters (128) and 50% overlap in the mentioned scale. As seen, consistent with perceptual scales inspired from the human auditory system, there are noticeably more filters operating in frequencies below 2000 Hz (histogram knee point). This implies that the network learns to be more discriminative and selective in processing those spectral components.

\[\text{ERB} = 1.5 \times \text{Hz} \text{ (histogram knee point)}\]

#### 4.2. Filter Quality Factor

To investigate the filters’ bandwidth along with the corresponding center frequency we have used the quality factor (Q) [29], the fraction of the filter centre frequency to its bandwidth [30]. Conventional filters behave almost like constant-Q filters (above 1000 Hz, Fig. 5), so that when the filter centre frequency increases, the bandwidth goes up, although the fraction remains constant. At higher frequencies the filters become wider which implies poorer spectral resolution.

For Sinc^2Net the Q factor of the filters is not constant, nor is the filter bandwidth variation monotonic, unlike conventional filters. However, performing a linear regression reveals that the Q factor of the filters increases as the centre frequency increases, similar to when doing linear regression for Q factor of the perceptual scales. This trend was observed for SincNet, GammaNet and GaussNet, too. To verify, that such trend is not a random effect, we performed further experiments with different initialisations: in all runs the same trend is observed (Fig. 6). Additionally, Fig. 5 indicates that monitoring the Q-factor can be useful during training to avoid outlier filters.

#### 4.3. GammaNet Filter Order

Gammatone filters have an extra parameter, the filter order \( N^{(i)} \) (Section 3.2). The typical order of four correlates well with cochlea filters [19, 21, 31]. To explore this relation we trained a GammaNet and allowed each filter to have an individual order. No particular constraint was imposed on the filter order values during training. Table 1 shows the statistics of the order of the learned filters. As may be observed, the average value for the learned order is 4.3 which is close to the typical value.

---

\(^{1}\text{Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth}\)
4.4. Learned filters and Statistical Properties of the Data

So far, we have investigated the optimality of the filters from a perceptual viewpoint by comparing them with well-established prior knowledge. It is also insightful to know the relationship (if any) between the regions where the network pays the most attention and the statistical properties of the training data. To do this, we compare the mean of the frequency responses of the learned filters with the statistical properties of the data, namely its mean, standard deviation (std) and Shannon entropy at each frequency bin. All the TIMIT training data (~ 1.4 M frames) was used for estimating the statistics.

As seen in Fig. 7, the network not only learns to be more selective at perceptually important spectral bands but also gives more attention to a part of the spectrum with highest statistical value. That is, the peak of the average frequency response (mostly attended frequency bins by the network) are in a spectral neighbourhood where the centroid of the data is located, and the variance and Shannon entropy are highest.

5. Experimental Results

5.1. Setup

Different architectures are compared on TIMIT [28] phone recognition. The initial alignments are taken from models built by the Kaldi [32] standard recipe for TIMIT. The DNN models were built using PyTorch-Kaldi [33, 34] standard recipe with the same hyperparameters setting, including 200ms frame length and 10ms frame shift. For all models the same network is used: on top of the first layer which is a kernel-based CNN, an MLP consisting of five layers with 1024 nodes and ReLU [35] activation is employed. Number of epochs was set to 24 and optimisation was carried out using RMSProp [36].

5.2. Results and Discussion

Table 2 shows the PER for an MLP trained using filterbank features (25ms) along with various CNN-based models which take the raw waveform as input (200ms). As may be observed, the CNN and kernel-based models outperform the conventional features. Compared with SincNet, the proposed kernel-based techniques lead to slightly lower PER. The difference remains low because although, for example, the triangular or gammatone filters are more biologically plausible and lead to a better performance in the shallow GMM-HMM systems [37, 38], the five MLP hidden layers, can compensate for the low-level suboptimality associated with SincNet rectangular filters.

Finally we consider the optimal frame length for direct waveform modelling using kernel-based filters. As Table 3 illustrates, the optimal frame length for all kernels is about 200ms which is considerably larger than the conventional 25ms used in Fourier-based front-ends. This allows the network to learn a short- to medium-term representation that is potentially useful in tasks where some medium-term speech properties should be recognised (e.g. speaker identification) or suppressed (e.g. speaker-independent ASR).

Why is 200ms frame length optimal for such models? In other ASR systems which take raw waveforms as input, shorter frames are typically used [39–43]. Although further exploration using other databases and tasks is warranted, possible answers include: learning some kind of temporal masking [44]; coarticulation [45]; or optimal syllable modelling, noting that the mean syllable length in English is 200ms [46].

6. Conclusions

In this paper the problem of direct waveform modelling through CNNs with parametric modulated kernel-based filters was investigated. This generalised framework was built on SincNet, a CNN with sinc kernel. In the proposed structure, the model variables are the kernel parameters and the modulator frequency. Squared-sinc, Gammatone and Gaussian kernels were studied and the properties of the learned filters was investigated from perceptual and statistical viewpoints. It was shown that the learned filterbanks, not only pay more attention to spectral bands with higher perceptual importance, but also to regions where the variance and Shannon entropy (information) are highest. Deployment of the CNNs with parametric modulated kernels as well as improving the interpretability of the DNNs, paves the way for embedding some prior knowledge in the network architecture through using perceptually-inspired kernels. This opens up a broad avenue for future research.
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